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TLC EXPANDS DIGITAL ORIGINALS SLATE WITH TWO NEW SERIES LAUNCHING ON 
FACEBOOK WATCH IN OCTOBER 

--‘Ask Mama Chantel’ Premieres on Facebook Watch on Thursday, October 22--  

--‘Spice it Up with David & Annie’ Premieres on Facebook Watch on Wednesday, October 28-- 

--CLICK HERE to Watch and Download Sneak Peek Clips From Both Shows-- 

   

Click HERE to download photos 

(Los Angeles, Calif.) – TLC proudly announces the launch of two original digital series in what will 
be the 90 DAY FIANCÉ franchise’s first-ever productions in partnership with Facebook Watch. 
ASK MAMA CHANTEL will premiere Thursday, October 22 with new episodes dropping each 
week, and SPICE IT UP WITH DAVID & ANNIE will premiere weekly beginning Wednesday, 
October 28. 

“David, Annie and Chantel’s mom Karen are three larger-than-life personalities whom fans have 
fallen in love with over several season and spinoffs of the 90 Day franchise,” says TLC President 
and General Manager, Howard Lee. “While we continue to lead with women audiences in cable, 
partnering with Facebook Watch lets us go deeper with current 90 Day devotees and expand to 
all-new digital audiences.” 

On ASK MAMA CHANTEL, Karen’s trademark wisdom and wit are being put on full display as 
she answers fans’ burning questions about love, family drama and much more. Chantel’s mother 
currently appears on season two of TLC’s THE FAMILY CHANTEL, airing Monday nights. 



SPICE IT UP WITH DAVID & ANNIE will have the hilarious and heartwarming duo giving fans an 
inside look at how to create their favorite Thai-inspired meals, while indulging in their signature, 
lovable and comedic banter. David and Annie currently appear on TLC’s PILLOW TALK, airing 
Sunday and Monday nights.  

The franchise’s digital expansion comes fresh off the heels of a record-breaking third quarter for 
TLC, which was the #1 network in all of TV on Sunday and Monday nights in 3Q20 among W25-
54/18-49/18-34, including news and sports. Most recently, season five of HAPPILY EVER 
AFTER? wrapped as the 90 Day franchise’s second-highest rated season ever, and the three-
part HAPPILY EVER AFTER? “Tell All” averaged 3.7M P2+ viewers.  

Follow TLC on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, and YouTube for the latest on all things 90 
DAY FIANCÉ and THE FAMILY CHANTEL. Join the conversation using #TheFamilyChantel and 
catch up on episodes of PILLOW TALK and THE FAMILY CHANTEL on TLC.com.  

ASK MAMA CHANTEL is produced by Industrial Media’s Sharp Entertainment for TLC. 

Source:  Nielsen, 3Q20 (6/29/20-09/28/20). Prime = 8-11pm. Data based on Program Based Daypart (000s). L+3, Cov Rtg/(000s). 
Prior to 2005 only Live Data is available. English Language Nets only. *Out Of Home (OOH) competitive comparisons include a 
mix of networks that have and have not opted-in to OOH measurement. 

ABOUT TLC 
 
Offering remarkable real-life stories without judgment, TLC shares everyday heart, humor, hope, 
and human connection with programming genres that include fascinating families, heartwarming 
transformations and life’s milestone moments. TLC is the #1 primetime ad-supported cable 
network across key female demos. 
 
TLC is a global brand available in more than 84 million homes in the US and 279 million 
households around the world. Viewers can enjoy their favorite shows anytime, anywhere 
through TLC GO – the network’s TVE offering featuring live and on demand access to complete 
seasons. A destination online, TLC.com offers in-depth fan sites and exclusive original video 
content. Fans can also interact with TLC on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat and 
Pinterest. TLC is part of Discovery (NASDAQ: DISCA, DISCB, DISCK), reaching 3 billion 
cumulative viewers in more than 220 countries and territories to satisfy curiosity and captivate 
superfans with a portfolio of premium nonfiction, lifestyle, sports and kids content brands. 
 
 


